The long head of the biceps (LHB) tendon is a recognized source of shoulder pain. LHB tendon pathology is commonly associated with other shoulder conditions, such as superior labral tears, rotator cuff tears, or subacromial impingement, whereas isolated pathology, such as traumatic ruptures, tendinosis, or medial subluxation, is rare. Treatment of LHB pathology ranges from conservative measures to surgical measures, including tenotomy or tenodesis. LHB tenodesis offers the advantage of maintaining the length–tension relationship of the biceps muscle to prevent atrophy and avoid the Popeye deformity incurred from tenotomy alone. Tenodesis also prevents muscle cramping associated with contracted biceps muscle and better maintains elbow flexion and supination strength, which may be decreased with tenotomy. In addition, when a subpectoral biceps tenodesis technique is used, pain from LHB tendinopathy in the intertubercular groove may be reduced.

Open subpectoral biceps tenodesis is a reproducible, efficient method for LHB tenodesis. A variety of fixation devices has been used: bone tunnels, keyhole fixation, suture anchors, and interference screws. More recently, a bicortical button has been used for LHB tendon tenodesis. Biomechanical studies have shown that load to failure is comparable for bicortical button fixation and interference screw fixation. In other models of tendon repair, the bicortical button has strength and stability comparable to those of interference screw fixation and enables earlier rehabilitation. However, there is concern that bicortical button fixation may result in axillary nerve (AN) or posterior circumflex humeral artery (PCHA) compromise because of the proximity of these neurovascular structures to the bicortical button.

We conducted a study to functionally and sonographically assess the outcomes of patients who underwent open subpectoral biceps tenodesis with a bicortical button. Functional outcomes were assessed with patient-reported outcomes and physician-reported outcomes. Sonographic studies were used to evaluate the integrity of the tenodesis and determine the proximity of the button to the AN and the PCHA along the posterior proximal humerus.
Methods

After obtaining Institutional Review Board approval for this study, we retrospectively identified 28 consecutive patients who had proximal biceps tenodesis performed by a single surgeon (Dr. K.E. Swanson) using a mini-open subpectoral biceps tenodesis technique with a bicortical button between March 2011 and January 2013. All 28 patients were asked to participate in the study. Twenty-four (86%) agreed to complete 2 surgical outcome surveys, and 18 (64%) completed a 3-part clinical examination at minimum 12-month follow-up.

One of the surveys was Quick Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (QuickDASH), a validated comprehensive disability survey that scores upper extremity functionality on a scale ranging from 0 (none) to 100 (extreme difficulty). The other survey scored pain on a scale ranging from 0 (none) to 100 (worst pain).

The clinical examination was completed during a single visit by an orthopedic surgeon (Dr. Meadows or Dr. Diesselhorst) different from the primary surgeon (Dr. K.E. Swanson) and by a clinician-sonologist (Dr. Finnoff). The examination’s 3 parts were physical examination of arm, biceps supination strength test, and ultrasonographic evaluation.

**Physical Examination of Arm.** Physical examination included palpation of bicipital groove, range of motion (ROM) of shoulder and elbow, and clinical deformity of biceps. Patients were questioned regarding symptoms of AN damage, including sensory and motor findings. Bicipital groove tenderness was assessed with a visual analog scale rating pain 0 to 10. ROM was measured in degrees and was presented as a percentage of full elbow ROM (150°) and full shoulder ROM (180°).

**Biceps Supination Strength Test.** Biceps supination strength was tested with a baseline hydraulic wrist dynamometer with door handle attachment. Patients were seated with the elbow bent 90° and the forearm in a neutral position. In a series of 3 trials, the patient maintained grip of the dynamometer doorknob while supinating the forearm. The tenodesed (operated) arm and contralateral unaffected (nonoperated) arm were tested in random order and recorded in pounds.

**Ultrasonographic Evaluation.** Ultrasonography was used to evaluate the tenodesis site. In each case, the biceps tendon was assessed to determine the location of the bicortical button in relation to the AN/PCHA neurovascular bundle. Whereas nerves are difficult to visualize with ultrasonography, arteries are readily seen. Dr. Finnoff used a CX50 ultrasound machine (Philips Medical Systems) with either a 12-3 MHz linear array or a 5-1 MHz curvilinear array transducer to measure the shortest distance from the PCHA to the button.

Each patient was placed in a lateral decubitus or prone position, and the skin of the upper arm was exposed. Tendon integrity was deemed either intact (continuity between biceps tendon and cortical button) or disrupted (lack of continuity between tendon and cortical button). The transducer was then placed in an anatomical sagittal plane over the posterior aspect of the proximal humerus. Power Doppler and cephalad and caudad transducer glides were used to identify the location of the PCHA. The transducer was then glided laterally and anteriorly around the humerus, following the course of the PCHA, until the cortical button was located. The narrowest interval between the PCHA and the cortical button was measured using the ultrasound machine’s software. A still image of each measurement was saved.

**Surgical Technique**

Biceps tenodesis indications included high-demand heavy laborers, athletes, and patients who preferred the
cosmetic results of tenodesis over tenotomy. Most patients had acute symptomatic tears of the superior labrum with instability of the biceps anchor complex. Others had fraying and tenosynovitis of the LHB tendon. Any associated pathology was addressed during the same surgical period.

The surgical technique used was similar to that described by Snir and colleagues. Each patient was placed in the lateral decubitus position. Once pathology confirmed biceps tenodesis, the biceps tendon was tenotomized at the base of the superior labrum. A 3-cm incision was made along the axillary fold centered over the inferior border of the pectoralis major tendon. Blunt dissection was performed to define the inferior border of the pectoralis major tendon and to palpate the underlying biceps tendon as it exited the intertubercular groove. The LHB tendon was removed and prepared with No. 2 Fiberwire (Arthrex) in Krackow fashion starting 2 cm proximal to the musculotendinous junction. The excess tendon was excised.

A 3.2-mm guide wire was centered along the most distal aspect of the biceps groove and then drilled through the anterior cortex and just through the posterior cortex. A cannulated reamer, selected on the basis of the biceps tendon diameter (typically, 5-7 mm), was then drilled over the guide wire through the anterior cortex only. The Food and Drug Administration–approved cortical button (BicepsButton; Arthrex) was then loaded by passing the tendon suture ends through each side of the button in alternating fashion, thus allowing the button to slide along the sutures.

The button was loaded onto the BicepsButton deployment device and inserted through the drilled tunnel of the anterior cortex and just through the posterior cortex. The deployment device was then removed, and 1 suture end was pulled to allow the button to engage the posterior humeral cortex. Pulling on both sutures allowed the biceps tendon to slide through the anterior cortex hole of the humerus until the tendon reached the posterior humeral cortex. Tension was verified, and the sutures were tied over the tendon. The wound was then irrigated and closed.

Rehabilitation Program

Patients completed a standard rehabilitation protocol for biceps tenodesis along with rehabilitation protocols for any additional procedures performed. In phase 1 (weeks 0-2), they focused on gradual restoration of passive ROM and remained in a sling. In phase 2 (weeks 2-6), they focused on gradual restoration of active ROM, and by week 3 were weaned out of the sling. In phase 3 (weeks 6-8), they continued ROM and strengthening exercises to normalize strength, endurance, and neuromuscular control. In phase 4 (weeks 8-12), they focused on advanced strengthening exercises and return to activities.

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics included means, medians, and SDs. Comparisons between operated and nonoperated arms and between dominant and nondominant arms were performed by a statistician using paired t tests with $P = .05$. Confidence intervals were calculated for operated and nonoperated arms and for dominant and nondominant arms by using the differences between them.

Results
Functional Outcomes

Surgical outcome scores and pain scores were obtained from 24 patients (86%) at minimum 12-month follow-up. Mean (SD) DASH score was 15.15 (17.6; median, 9), and mean (median) pain score was 12.61 (7).

Eighteen patients (64%) completed the clinical examination: 16 men (88.9%) and 2 women (11.1%). Mean age was 48.3 years (age range, 33-59 years). Of these 18 patients, 9 (50%) had surgery on the dominant arm, and the other 9 had surgery on the nondominant arm. All patients were right-hand–dominant. In 3 patients, biceps tenodesis was performed with only minimal arthroscopic débridement (20%); in the other 15, biceps tenodesis was performed concomitantly with 1 or more additional arthroscopic procedures: acromioplasty (73%), rotator cuff repair (47%), distal clavicle resection (33%), subacromial bursectomy (13%), microfracture of glenoid (13%), and posterior labral repair (7%).

The clinical examination was performed a mean of 15.2 months (range, 12-26 months) after surgery. Physical examination findings are listed in Table 1.

Forearm supination strength, averaged from 3 trials on each arm, was significantly ($P = .01$) greater in the nonoperated arm than in the operated arm (Table 2, Figure 1). A 95% confidence interval for the mean (SD) difference in strength was 9.35 (7.76) pounds, meaning that on average, the nonoperated arm will be 1.59 to 17.11 pounds stronger than the operated arm. In addition, strength of the dominant arm was greater than that of the nondominant arm ($P = .05$) regardless of which arm underwent surgery (Table 2, Figure 1). However, the mean (SD) difference in strength was 6.94 (8.39) pounds, indicating the observed difference was not statistically significant.
Sonographic Evaluation

According to the sonographic evaluations, the tenodesis was intact in all 18 patients (Figure 2). Estimated mean (SD) distance from button to PCHA was 18.17 (9.0) mm (median, 16.1 mm; range, 9.4-48 mm) (Figure 2, Figure 3). No patient indicated any symptoms of AN damage.
Discussion

There are few studies of functional outcomes of biceps tenodesis. Pain is a common measure of patient satisfaction. Mazzocca and colleagues\textsuperscript{25} reported a mean follow-up pain score of 1.1 (range, 0.5-1.9) out of 10 for a group of 41 patients who had subpectoral tenodesis with an interference screw. Millett and colleagues\textsuperscript{26} reported a mean postoperative pain score of 2.5 out of 10 for patients who had subpectoral interference screw fixation. Our patients reported a mean pain score of 12.6 out of 10 after minimum 12-month follow-up. We also assessed for pain in the intertubercular groove during palpation. Although some studies have shown that groove pain was eliminated by subpectoral biceps tenodesis,\textsuperscript{5} 3 patients in our study had pain on groove palpation. The cause of this residual pain is unclear, but some studies have suggested a chronic degenerative pathologic process that occurs while the tendon is within the biceps groove.\textsuperscript{27} Removing the tendon from the groove may not remove the underlying cause of pain.

Our patients’ mean DASH score was 15.15 (within the excellent range). Normative mean (SD) DASH score for the general population is 10.1 (14.68).\textsuperscript{28}

Functional strength of forearm supination, shoulder ROM, and elbow ROM are objective measures of patient performance after fixation. On Cybex testing, Phillips and colleagues\textsuperscript{29} found no difference in forearm supination strength or elbow flexion (compared with contralateral arm) after biceps tenodesis or conservative treatment for proximal biceps ruptures. Shank and colleagues\textsuperscript{30} compared elbow flexion and supination strength of the affected and unaffected arms after suture anchor subpectoral biceps tenodesis. There was no significant difference in Cybex results, but there was a 14% to 15% loss of average strength in the tendeneded versus nonsurgical arm. In the present study, we found a significant difference in forearm supination strength between the operated and nonoperated arms, but with only a 7% loss of average strength in the operated arms. The difference in strength ranged from 1.59 to 17.11 pounds, which may not be clinically significant, as supination strength ranged from 60 to 270 pounds.

Of the 18 patients in this study, 9 had surgery on the dominant arm, and the other 9 had surgery on the nondominant arm. Examining the effect of arm dominance on results revealed that patients with surgery on the nondominant arm tended to have substantially reduced supination strength in that arm vs the dominant arm. There was an 11% loss of average strength for nondominant vs dominant arms that had surgery. Examining nondominant arms only revealed a 13% loss of strength for operated vs nonoperated arms. There was no difference in forearm supination strengths between nonoperated arms (dominant vs nondominant) or between dominant arms (operated vs nonoperated). This suggests that, though hand dominance may not play a significant role in control patients’ forearm supination strength,\textsuperscript{30} it may have a substantial effect on surgical patients’ ability to regain strength when the nondominant arm is the surgical arm.\textsuperscript{31} One objective of this study was to measure the distance between the biceps cortical button on the posterior humeral cortex and the AN/PCHA neurovascular bundle. The AN bundles with the PCHA posterior to the humeral neck.\textsuperscript{31-33} As the AN travels with the PCHA, and the PCHA has been reliably identified with Doppler ultrasonography,\textsuperscript{34-36} the PCHA was used as a marker for the AN in this study. Our bicortical button technique places the button on the posterior aspect of the humerus, making AN and PCHA the nearest at-risk neurovascular structures. None of our patients had symptoms of AN damage. However, 2 patients indicated pain in the posterior aspect of the humerus during deltoid activation. Distance from the neurovascular structures to the button was 48 mm in one patient and 13.6 mm in the other. DASH scores were 43 and 27, respectively. Both patients’ 1-year pain score was 30. The first patient underwent arthroscopic acromioplasty, distal clavicle resection, and microfracture of the glenoid surface in addition to the subpectoral
biceps tenodesis; the second underwent subacromial decompression and distal clavicle resection in addition to the subtentcoral biceps tenodesis. Whether the associated pathology contributed to their persistent pain is unknown. However, given the distance from AN/PCHA to button, it is unlikely that their pain was a result of neurovascular compromise from the procedure.

Advantages of the cortical button include the ability to drill a smaller hole in the humerus for fixation, compared with the hole drilled for an interference screw. Despite the biomechanical strength of the screw, large (8 mm) cortical violations have been associated with increased fracture risk of the proximal humerus. The tendon may experience less trauma than that caused by being twisted against an interference screw, the most common location of failure of which is the tendon–screw interface. In addition, tendon healing may be improved through circumferential healing in the cortical button tunnel.

A concern of using a bicortical button for fixation is drilling through the posterior cortex, because of the proximity of the posterior neurovascular structures. In a case in which the posterior cord was injured, Rhee and colleagues used a suture pullout technique whereby a Beath pin was passed out of the posterior humerus and soft tissues to then hold tension on the biceps tendon during the tenodesis. The radial nerve potentially could have been injured by pin overpenetration or by becoming wrapped up in the soft tissues as the pin was spinning through them. In our technique, the posterior humeral cortex is drilled cautiously to avoid overpenetration and possibly getting the posterior soft tissues wrapped up in the guide pin. No AN injuries have been reported with this technique. Mean distance from AN to posterior cortical button in this study was 18.17 mm. In 2 cadaver studies of bicortical drilling for subpectoral biceps tenodesis, the ANs were 25.1 mm and 36.7 mm from the posterior drill hole.

Limitations of this study included its design (case series) and limited number of follow-up patients. Of the 28 consecutive patients identified for the study, 10 did not undergo the clinical examination, as they either lived more than 3 hours away (8 patients) or could not be contacted (2 patients). Another study limitation was the inability to directly image ANs with ultrasound. Therefore, measurements of the distance from the PCHA to the button were used to estimate the distance from the AN/PCHA neurovascular bundle to the button.

In this study, functional outcomes were excellent, and there were no tenodesis failures or neurovascular complications. These preliminary findings indicate that subpectoral biceps tenodesis with a bicortical button is a viable treatment option for patients with the appropriate indications for this procedure.
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